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Meet JJ 

• 20+ years in technology, 15+ years in security 

• SC Magazine Top 10 Power Players

• Member Forbes Technology Council

• CSA Zero Trust Working Group leadership 

• Specialties in network and wireless architecture and security plus NAC, Zero Trust, IoT 

• Faculty with IANS for network security, security architecture, wireless, IoT

• Former (ISC)2 International board of directors and chairperson 

• Author and contributing author to CISSP courseware, Low Tech Hacking, and Wireless 

Security Architecture

• Award winning blog at https://securityuncorked.com

• Founder and principal advisor for security architecture, Viszen Security 

• Volunteer with RSAC, EWF, BSides, CyberPatriot and others

• @jjx and on Twitter (and Mastodon) 

https://securityuncorked.com/


THE Book!

Find this and more in my new book, 

published with Wiley!

• Network security architecture

• Much more on WPA3

• RADIUS, EAP, and 802.1X

• Data aggregated from standards docs

• Quick how-to tiered guidance 

• Planning templates

And more!



Secure Wi-Fi Migrations

Welcome to WPA3



WPA Security Suites

5

We SHOULD be here at 

WPA3, but most are 

running WPA2

Active Dates Security Suite Notes

1997-1999 WEP- Wired Equivalent Privacy completely horrid security

1999-2004 WPA- Wi-Fi Protected Access stopgap suite, introduced TKIP

2004-2020 WPA2- Wi-Fi Protected Access v2 introduced AES-CCMP

2020- … WPA3- Wi-Fi Protected Access v3 introduces PFS, SAE

© 2022 Viszen Security



Generations of 802.11 WLANs

6

Generation 

Branding

IEEE 802.11 

Protocol
Release Date

Frequency 

Band (GHz)
Bandwidth

Max 

Throughput

- 802.11-1997 1997 2.4 22 2 Mbps

- 11b 1999 2.4 22 11 Mbps

- 11a 1999 5 20 54 Mbps

- 11g 2003 2.4 20 54 Mbps

Wi-Fi 4 11n 2009 2.4/5 20/40 600 Mbps

Wi-Fi 5 11ac 2013 5 20/40/80/160 6.8 Gbps

Wi-Fi 6 11ax 2019 2.5/5 20/40/80/160 9.6 Gbps

Wi-Fi 6E 11ax 2020 6 20/40/80/160 9.6 Gbps

Wi-Fi 7 11be 2024* 2.5/5/6 20/40/80/160/320 46.1 Gbps

* Expected ratification

WPA3 is required for Wi-Fi 

6E networks and beyond 



WPA-Enterprise (802.1X/EAP) 

WPA2: Allowed for TKIP (vs. forcing 

more secure AES)

WPA3: Minimum 128 AES-CCMP with 

optional 192-bit mode. Stronger server 

certificate validation. + PMF.

Security Impact: Moderate

WPA-Personal (Passphrase) 

WPA2: Crypto key was directly created 

from passphrase (PSK)

WPA3: Crypto key derived in part from 

passphrase but salted (SAE). Each 

connection has a unique key, and past 

packets can’t be decrypted + PMF.

Security Impact: High

Brief Security Comparison of WPA2 and WPA3

© 2022 Viszen Security

Open and Enhanced Open 

Open: No encryption

Enhanced Open: Unauthenticated 

encryption + PMF

Enhanced Open is not technically 

part of the WPA3 suite but a close 

cousin.

Security Impact: Low to Moderate



Benefits of Protected Management Frames

By ensuring the communications between the AP and client are authentic, 

authenticated, and (at times) encrypted, PMF enables security protections in 

several important ways:

• Protection from client spoofing

• Protection from AP spoofing

• Protection from some denial-of-service attacks

• Protection from replay attacks

• Protection from some on-path (MitM) attacks

We have been using spoofed 

packets for legitimate purposes 

(including security functions in 

WIPS) but that will end as we move 

to WPA3.



Unicast Frames

After the 4-way handshake, unicast frames are 

encrypted, including action frames, dissociation 

frames, deauthentication frames and reason codes.

Unicast Headers

Unicast headers are not encrypted. 

Multicast and Broadcast

Where there is a key for multicast and broadcast 

frames, it’s used for integrity/authenticity and not 

encryption. 

With PMF, 
Encrypted 
frames will 
impact security 
and monitoring 
tools.

© 2022 Viszen Security



Key Derivation: 
PSK vs. SAE in 
Personal 
Networks

© 2022 Viszen Security



Comparing WPA2-PSK to new WPA3-SAE Security

© 2022 Viszen Security

Security Consideration WPA2-PSK WPA3-SAE

Offline dictionary attacks Yes No

Active/online attacks Yes Yes

Encryption key and length Dependent on passphrase Independent from passphrase 

Forward secrecy No Yes

Unique encryption keys per endpoint No Yes



Security Enhancements of Enhanced Open

To solve the problem of unencrypted traffic, Enhanced Open adds encryption to open 

authentication networks, offering protection from passive eavesdropping.

Based on Opportunistic Wireless Encryption (OWE, RFC 8110) the feature uses an 

anonymous Diffie-Hellman exchange to securely negotiate encryption keys without 

requiring user or device authentication. Like the WPA3 suite of security, Enhanced Open 

also requires PMF to add integrity and confidentiality to Enhanced Open networks

© 2022 Viszen Security

WARNING: Enhanced Open OWE only encrypts to 

protect against eavesdropping. Because it’s 

unauthenticated, it adds no integrity or authentication. 



Even though Enhanced Open adds encryption (yay), enabling this is 

NOT RECOMMENDED AT THIS TIME. 

• User experience: Same as connecting to a legacy Open 

Network, if supported. 

• Device support: Not all devices support it, particularly older 

devices, ones that haven’t been updated, IoT, and Apple.

• Configuration: A hot mess, this varies by manufacturer, and some 

implementations will break endpoint access. 

In Transition Mode (to support Open and Enhanced Open) two SSIDs are 

broadcast, one hidden, and one visible. In some cases, named the same, many 

endpoints don’t like this. Some endpoints won’t see the network, others won’t 

connect.

Security Enhancements of Enhanced Open

© 2022 Viszen Security



Secure Wi-Fi Migrations

Migrating to WPA3 Best Practices



It gets complicated…
In Wi-Fi, migrating to a new security protocol is 

messy because the endpoints must be 

configured with matching parameters. 

You’re dealing with volumes of devices 

(hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands) 

that are of varying ownership (by departments, 

teams, business units, or personal vs. 

corporate-owned), and varying capabilities 

(device ages, features, generations, and 

software updates all impact options).

Upgrading 
from WPA2 to 
WPA3 takes 
planning

© 2022 Viszen Security
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WPA3 WPA2

WPA3 Only
WPA3 Only means the SSID will support only 

WPA3 connections. WPA2 and prior versions 

will be denied.

WPA3 Transition 
Mode

Indicates the network will support both WPA2 

and WPA3. There are cautions and caveats 

we’ll explore.



Anticipated Friction of Migrating to WPA3

© 2022 Viszen Security

WPA-Enterprise 
(802.1X/EAP)

WPA-Personal 
(Passphrase)

Open/Enhanced 
Open

Easy                              Not fun but needed             Very hard (for now)



But first…
Be prepared to be confused. 

Currently, vendors are displaying these options in very 

inconsistent ways. 

Use the cheat-sheet here, or remember:

• Anything referencing PSK or SAE means it uses a 

passphrase. WPA3 will be “SAE” but at least one 

vendor still shows WPA3-PSK. 

• Anything referencing “802.1X” or “EAP” means it’s 

a WPA-Enterprise class network. 

• Any reference to “OWE” indicates Enhanced Open.

• Any reference to “Transition Mode” means it will 

support WPA2 and WPA3 connections. 

Some inconsistency occurs because 

vendors can’t use the Wi-Fi Alliance brand 

name unless that product is certified.



Use Transition Mode
Convert an existing WPA2 SSID to a WPA3-Personal 

Transition Mode, supporting both WPA2/3.

Create New SSID(s)
For any WPA2 SSID, create a ‘peer’, separate WPA3-

Personal Only SSID, and move capable endpoints to it. 

Other Weird Stuff
Vendors may support other configurations, and/or you 

may have options with customized auth servers.

Options to 
Migrate 
Personal 
Networks

© 2022 Viszen Security

RECOMMENDED

WPA3 WPA2

WPA3 WPA2

?

?????

NOT RECOMMENDED



Transition Mode 
Pros and Cons of WPA3-Personal

© 2022 IANS Research. All rights reserved. | Online Training

• Conflates endpoints that are using WPA2 vs. WPA3, making 

it harder to track progress through a migration

• Creates less visibility and sense of urgency through a 

migration, often leading to a longer than necessary migration 

period and lack of buy-in to abandon legacy WPA2 security

• Lacks the benefit of PMF with the WPA2-connected 

endpoints, which can put the remainder of the network at risk

• Lacks proper downgrade attack protection for WPA3-

Personal endpoints

• Exposes network to risk with reused passphrases since an 

attacker can perform on offline attack and connect to the 

network, enabling lateral movement and related attacks

• Allows the organization to migrate from 

WPA2 to WPA3 without reconfiguring 

endpoints (if same passphrases are 

reused)

• Removes the need to provision a second, 

possibly temporary SSID

• Affords some protection for WPA3-

connected endpoints even if WPA2-

connected endpoints are compromised

WPA3 WPA2



Transition Mode 
Migration Best Practices for WPA3-Personal

Only use Transition Mode if absolutely required, and only for as long as required

• Where possible, configure different passphrases for WPA2 and WPA3 endpoints 

(which may be challenging to do and track)

• Couple unique passphrases with dynamic VLAN assignments and proper 

segmentation so that WPA2 connected endpoints can’t access WPA3 

connected endpoints

• Where applicable, further restrict access to WPA2 endpoints to only the 

required resources on the network

© 2022 Viszen Security
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There’s a Better Way…

It’s preferable, much more secure, and 

easier to manage a migration by creating a 

new WPA3-Personal Only SSID, and 

systematically moving capable endpoints to 

that network.

© 2022 Viszen Security

IoT-stuff IoT-stuff-

wpa3 only

WPA3WPA2



WPA3-Only Mode 
Migration Best Practices for WPA3-Personal

Create a new SSID configured for WPA3-Personal Only

1. Do not reuse any passphrases from the WPA2-Personal networks

2. Configure the WPA3-Personal Only network with a different VLAN and appropriately 

segment traffic to and from the WPA2 network to it

3. Configure monitoring and alerting for the WPA3-Personal Only network to identify 

active online brute force attacks

4. Identify WPA3-capable endpoints and configure them for the new network, continue 

moving endpoints as capabilities arise (e.g., through software updates on endpoint 

NICs)

5. Create a plan for endpoints that are not WPA3-capable, which should include 

replacement, further segmentation, and additional security monitoring

© 2022 Viszen Security
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Other Tricky Bits with WPA3-Personal

Remember that most often, Personal class networks are used by endpoints that can’t connect with 802.1X. 

This includes IoT and other headless devices which can be finicky.

You may will most likely encounter these issues

• Endpoint won’t connect to a WPA3-Personal Only network

• Endpoint won’t connect to a WPA3-Personal Transition Mode network

Possible reasons and solutions

• It may be too old, especially cheap IoT and smart devices

• It may simply need a software update for the Wi-Fi drivers

• It may be updated but still not work 

• You may need to run a WPA2 and, separately, a WPA3 network until legacy endpoints are phased out

• Your Wi-Fi product and tools likely will not indicate this reason clearly

© 2022 Viszen Security



Use Transition Mode
Convert an existing WPA2 SSID to a WPA3-Enterprise 

Transition Mode, supporting both WPA2/3.

Create New SSID(s)
For any WPA2 SSID, create a ‘peer’, separate WPA3-

Enterprise Only SSID, and move capable endpoints to it. 

Options to 
Migrate 
Enterprise
Networks

© 2022 Viszen Security

WPA3 WPA2

WPA3 WPA2



Migration Options for WPA3-Enterprise

Option A: WPA3-Only

1. Update all endpoint drivers to latest 

version for WPA3 support

2. Convert the existing SSID from WPA2-

Enterprise to WPA3-Enterprise Only

3. Watch Wi-Fi tools and reporting for any 

issues or errors

Option B: WPA3-Transition Mode

1. Configure the existing SSID from WPA2-

Enterprise to WPA3-Enterprise Transition 

Mode

2. Update endpoint drivers to latest version for 

WPA3 support

3. Watch Wi-Fi tools for trending as endpoints 

move from WPA2 to WPA3

4. Reconfigure the SSID from Transition Mode 

to WPA3-Enterprise Only when appropriate

NOTE: Additional updates to 

RADIUS may be required with 

192-bit mode



Transition Mode 
Pros and Cons of WPA3-Enterprise

© 2022 IANS Research. All rights reserved. | Online Training

• Conflates endpoints that are using WPA2 vs. 

WPA3, making it harder to track progress 

through migration

• Creates less visibility and sense of urgency 

through a migration, often leading to a longer 

than necessary migration period and lack of buy-

in to abandon legacy WPA2 security

• Lacks the benefit of PMF with the WPA2-

connected endpoints, which can put the 

remainder of the network at risk

• Allows WPA2-connected endpoints using less 

secure algorithms such as SHA-1 (instead of 

SHA-256)

• Allows the organization to migrate 

incrementally from WPA2 to WPA3 

without adding a new SSID

• Eliminates the need to reconfigure 

endpoints to connect to a new (WPA3 

only) SSID (only required if the EAP 

authentication methods are changed)

WPA3 WPA2



Thank You!

• Blog: https://securityuncorked.com

• Email: jj@viszensecurity.com

• @jjx and on Twitter (and Mastodon)

• New Book: “Wireless Security Architecture”  

https://securityuncorked.com/
mailto:jj@viszensecurity.com


Secure Wi-Fi Migrations

Find me… 

@jjx 

Thank You!!



Secure Wi-Fi Migrations

Random technical stuff you may want to know that I didn’t cover…

SUPPORTING SLIDES



Technical Summary of WPA3 Enhancements 
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SSID Security WPA2 WPA3 and Enhanced Open Security Benefits

Enterprise 

(802.1X/EAP)

• Cert and credential 

EAP methods

• AES encryption and 

TKIP

• Crypto updates, minimum of AES-CCMP 128

• Optional 192-bit mode adds stronger 

encryption using ECC with GCMP-256 and BIP-

GMAC-256 Updated key derivation and hashing

• Adds management frame protection

• PMF offers protection from variety of attacks 

including spoofing, DoS, replay, and MitM **

• 192-mode, new cipher suites means better 

resilience to cryptographic attacks 

• Server cert validation is required with EAP-TLS, 

preventing server spoofing and MitM attacks

Personal 

(Passphrase)

• Pre-shared key • PSK mode replaced with SAE (simultaneous 

auth of equals)*

• Separates key derivation from passphrase for 

better security

• Gives each endpoint a unique key even with the 

same passphrase

• Seamless to the end user

• Protection from offline dictionary attacks

• Attackers with a passphrase can’t decrypt other 

device traffic nor data transmitted prior 

• Passphrases can be shorter and less complex 

and still offer crypto protection (although not 

from guessing or online attacks),

• Downgrade attack protection

Open • No encryption • Opportunistic Wireless Encryption (OWE) offers 

anonymous encryption*

• Offers over the air encryption without requiring 

any authentication (including server auth which 

means this offers no protection for MitM and 

spoofing)

All WPA3 will have Protected 

Management Frames



Secure Wi-Fi Migrations

Protected Management Frames



Not ProtectedPMF Protected

• Beacon and probe request/responses before 

association

• Announcement traffic indication message 

(ATIM)

• 802.11 authentication

• Association request/response

• Spectrum management actions

• Beacon and probe request/responses after 

association

• Disassociation (AP or endpoint terminating the 

session)

• 802.11 de-authentication (of endpoint to AP)

• Certain action frames such as block ACKs, 

QoS,  spectrum management, and Fast BSS 

Transition (FT)

• Channel change announcements sent as 

broadcast

• Channel change announcement sent as 

unicast to the endpoint

© 2022 Viszen Security



Security Limitations of Protected Management Frames

• Control frames are not protected including CTS and RTS (clear-to-send and request-to-

send), which offers no protection against layer 2 DoS attacks.

• The 4-way handshake is not protected, meaning the endpoint is susceptible to man-in- the-

middle attacks and evil twin attacks at first connection to the network.

• Slivers of time exist where de-authentication or disassociation packets could be spoofed in 

the small window of time between the 4-way handshake and establishment of PMF.

• On WPA-Personal networks, PMF does not protect against vulnerabilities of the passphrase 

to online dictionary attacks. 

• On WPA3 transition networks that support WPA2 and WPA3, PMF is not required, and some 

clients will be vulnerable to attacks.

• Insider threats exists; the enhancements for broadcast and multicast traffic enhancements 

against endpoints not joined to the network but offer no protection from malicious users or 

devices attached to the network and participating in broadcast integrity protocol (BIP).

© 2022 Viszen Security



Secure Wi-Fi Migrations

Cipher Suites



WPA2 and WPA3 Cipher Suites

© 2022 Viszen Security

Network Type AKM Suite Selector
Hash 

Algorithm
Cipher Suite PMF Notes

WPA2-Enterprise 802.1x 00:0F:AC:1 SHA1 AES-CCMP-128 Optional Default supported in WPA2

WPA3-Enterprise Transition Mode

802.1x 00:0F:AC:1 
SHA1 AES-CCMP-128 Optional WPA2/WPA3 transition mode; 

WPA3 requires PMF
802.1x 00:0F:AC:5 SHA256 AES-CCMP-128 Optional 

WPA3-Enterprise Only Mode 802.1x 00:0F:AC:5 SHA256 AES-CCMP-128 Required Default supported in WPA3

WPA3-Enterprise Only Mode FT
802.1x 00:0F:AC:3

SHA256 AES-CCMP-128 Required
Default supported in WPA3 

with FT (11r)

WPA3-Enterprise Only Mode FT
802.1x 00:0F:AC:13

SHA384 AES-CCMP-128 Required
Optional mode for WPA3 with 

FT (11r)

WPA3-Enterprise-192 Mode 802.1x 00:0F:AC:12 SHA384
AES-GCMP-256 Required Highest security in WPA3; 

Suite B, CNSA Compliant 

SuiteAES-CCMP-256 Required



Secure Wi-Fi Migrations

Details of WPA3 

Enhancements



WPA3 Enhancements on Personal (Passphrase)

✓ Resistance to offline dictionary attacks

✓ Separation of cryptographic key derivation from user-entered passphrase (keys 

are cryptographically strong, regardless of passphrase length)

✓ Provisioning of unique cryptographic keys for each endpoint (one user can’t 

read another’s traffic even with the same passphrase)

✓ Perfect forward secrecy (means packets can’t be decrypted retroactively)

© 2022 Viszen Security

SAE’s security is leaps and bounds better than that of its 

PSK predecessor; but for all the cryptographic genius it 

entails, it’s all for naught if you reuse WPA2 passphrases 

or choose short or easily guessed passphrases.



WPA3 Enhancements on Enterprise (802.1X/EAP)

The most noticeable enhancement from WPA2 to WPA3 on Enterprise/802.1X networks will be the 

benefits of Protected Management Frames (PMF), but other enhancements include: 

• More stringent server cert validation (specifically limiting the end user’s ability to accept 

untrusted certificates to specific cases and requiring server cert validation for any TLS 

functions)

• Protected Management Frames (PMF, protect the integrity of the Wi-Fi management) 

• Downgrade protection (protects the endpoint from attacks to legacy protocols with known 

vulnerabilities)

• Minimum 128-bit AES encryption enforced, and prohibits use of TKIP and legacy protocols

• 192-bit option for increased resilience to cryptographic attacks

• Additional EAP methods supported

© 2022 Viszen Security



WPA3 Enhancements on Personal (Passphrase)

The most significant security enhancement in WPA3 is for Personal networks. 

WPA2-Personal networks became susceptible to an assortment of attacks including:

• Offline dictionary attacks (allowed for recovery of encryption keys at an attacker’s leisure)

• Decryption attacks (ability to decrypt peer endpoint traffic in real time and retroactively offline)

• On-path attacks (aka MiTM, due to unprotected protected management frames)

• Replay attacks (resending spoofed packets) 

WPA3 solves these issues for Personal class networks with SAE 

(versus PSK) and the addition of Protected Management Frames (PMF). 

© 2022 Viszen Security

If you heard of the KRACK attack 

back in 2016 you know the 

weaknesses of WPA2-Personal 

networks.



WPA3 Transition ModeWPA3-Only

• Allows both WPA2-and WPA3-Personal

• For Personal networks, Allows clients to 

connect using the same passphrase * (NOT 

RECOMMENDED)

• If an endpoint connects as a WPA3 

enabled device, it will have the benefit of 

protections from SAE (over PSK) and the 

benefits from PMF

• For downgrade protection, starting in 

WPA3 revision 3, includes the transition 

disabled indicator function, allowing an AP 

to signal a client to disable transition to 

other (less secure) modes

• Only WPA3 is allowed 

• This enforces PMF and AES-256 

encryption (more for 192 bit enterprise)

• WPA, WPA2, WEP, and TKIP are all 

prohibited on WPA3-Personal Only 

networks

© 2022 Viszen Security



Recommended Passphrase Lengths for WPA3-Personal
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Use Case Resource Access
Passphrase 

Length

Resilience to 

Brute Force

Adding encryption to what would otherwise 

be an open or guest network

Internet-only, no critical or secured 

systems on the same SSID
8–12 Low

Creating a barrier to entry to avoid public 

use of a network

Internet-only, no critical or secured 

systems on the same SSID
8–12 Low

Connecting IoT and headless devices
Internet-only, no critical or secured 

systems on the same SSID
14–20 Medium

Connecting IoT and headless devices
Internal or Internet-only but other 

critical systems on the same SSID
18–22 High

Connecting non-domain endpoints Internal 18–22 High



Migration Best Practices for WPA3-Enterprise Transition Mode

• Using Transition Mode with Enterprise class networks is less troublesome that 

with Personal networks, but still put an expiration date on it

• Devices that connect with 802.1X most likely simply need a Wi-Fi driver update 

to take advantage of a WPA3-Enterprise network

• Remember that the WPA2-connected endpoints will not have WPA3 and PMF 

security, which leaves those devices (and any others accessible) vulnerable to a 

suite of downgrade attacks and on-path attacks

• It’s recommended to restrict access to WPA2 endpoints to only the required 

resources on the network (which is easier said that done)

© 2022 Viszen Security



Migration Best Practices for WPA3-Enterprise Only Mode

• In WPA3-Enterprise Only mode, your primary task will be to ensure all endpoints 

are updated with the latest Wi-Fi drivers. 

• Most 802.1X-capable endpoints can be updated, so moving from WPA2 to 

WPA3 for Enterprise is much more straight forward.

• Also, most 802.1X-capable endpoints are corporate managed or partially 

managed (e.g., BYOD), meaning the organization has visibility and control over 

their updates and settings. 



THE Book and THE Training!

Ask me about my Secure Wi-Fi Design 

Training course, available in full 3-day 

training, one-day, or focused 2-hour 

modules. 

“…one of the best classes I've taken. Her teaching 
style is engaging and entertaining. Definitely two
thumbs up!”  - B.W.

“Insightful, real world applications of industry-
standard security practices” - K.S.
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